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**PermonQP**
- framework and concrete solvers for quadratic programming (QP)
- QP problems, transforms, solvers
- easy-to-use / HPC-oriented
- workflow
  1. QP problem specification
  2. QP transforms
  3. automatic/manual choice of an appropriate solver
  4. the solver is called
- benchmark generated by Tomáš Brožovský (IT4Innovations)

**PermonFLOP**
- extends PermonQP with domain decomposition methods of the FETI type
- problems without / with contacts
- scalability up to tens of thousands of CPU cores, billions of unknowns
- assembly of FETI-specific objects

**PermonCube**
- benchmark generation - mesh with billion of unknowns in parallel over the cubical or membrane domain
- FEM assembly
- deformable body, contacts
- realistic linear elasticity problem
- displacement computed
- gluing and non-penetration constraints
- METIS mesh decomposition
- benchmark prepared by Tomáš Brožovský (IT4Innovations)

**PermonMembrane**
- Membrane problems

---

**Numerical experiments**
- realistic linear elasticity problem
- problem generated using PermonCube
- computed on HERCULES (SPPC)

---

**Coercive membrane problem**

---

**Semicoversive membrane problem**

---

**Elastic cube in potential contact with obstacle**

- computed on Archer (SPPC)